SOCIAL MEDIA STYLE GUIDE

@OntarioFarmlandTrust

@ONFarmlandTrust

@ontariofarmlandtrust

PURPOSE AND INTENT
The purpose of OFT’s Social Media Style Guide is to describe how our social media should be represented and conveyed to have a
consistent look and feel for social media messaging and to help develop a meaningful relationship with our followers/audience.

SOCIAL MEDIA DO’S AND DON’TS
The following shall be followed when using social media for organizational-related activities (official business).

Do:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote activities in support of our mission – a province-wide mandate to protect farmland.
Post and re-post content from approved partners and stakeholders (e.g. OFA, CFFO, NFU, Farms at Work, Greenbelt, etc.)
Post links to articles about planning decisions that impact farmland loss/conversion. Try to keep these informative and
information based, rather than argumentative.
Cite sources when stating facts.
Be thoughtful about what you publish or post online. Posts and content should be respectful of all parties involved, and not
include any derogatory comments or swear words.
Read the full social media article before posting or re-posting to ensure the full article is consistent with our goals.
Spell acronyms out the first time you use them in a sentence on social media. Further down in a post you may shorten it.
Use social media jargon if it helps you connect with your audience, but do not over use. Jargon is more acceptable on Instagram
than on Facebook.
Check and double check for spelling and grammar. OFT is a professional organization and needs to be represented as such on
social media.

Don’t:
•
•
•

Promote/endorse contractors, organizations, or suppliers who provide products or services for farms.
Support politicians, political parties, or take stances on issues not related to farmland protection, unless approved by the
Executive Director.
Disclose or use non-public information (e.g. family name, contact information, and address of an easement property).
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: COMMENTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS
The goal of social media is to engage the public with our mission and the need to protect farmland in Ontario. We can expect that OFT
will receive a number of questions and comments on our posts. Here are some guidelines for responding to comments on posts:
•
•

The OFT staff person supporting social media will be the main point of contact for ALL comments on social media
Volunteers and students are not expected to manage comments on social media, and it is advised not to start a dialogue with
the public in this manner. People are entitled to their opinions, and they can comment as they wish. Staff will moderate any
comments that need to be removed or addressed.

OFT SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES
Current social media profiles:
Facebook: @OntarioFarmlandTrust

Twitter: @ONFarmlandTrust

Instagram: @ontariofarmlandtrust

Conventions for Profiles
Naming conventions are to be consistent with other OFT accounts. Ideally it is best to use the full ‘Ontario Farmland Trust’
organization name. This way, it is easy for users searching for the organization to find us. If this is not possible, use a naming
convention mirroring the Twitter handle above (@ONFarmlandTrust). If you do choose to use this shorter name, be sure to have the
name ‘Ontario Farmland Trust’ easily visible for users to see within a profile section on the social media account. This will allow users
to see they have the right organization.
Any new social media accounts will be need to be approved by the Executive Director, and developed in consultation with the Ontario
Farmland Trust team.

OFT Voice
The OFT voice is informative, current, fact-based, witty where appropriate, and helps to build a case for the value of farming
(economic and ecological) and the importance of protecting farmland now and for the future.
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TYPES OF POSTS THAT SUPPORT THE OFT VOICE:
1) Farmland loss and farmland protection news

✓
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2) Current farming news from Ontario (or across Canada when appropriate) that promotes the economic and ecological
value of farming

✓
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3) Current OFT activities (monitoring site visits, the Farmland Forum etc.)

✓
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4) Farmland facts from credible sources that reflect economic, environmental, or social factors involved in farming

✓
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5) Reposts from partner organizations (OFA, CFFO, Ontario Greenbelt, Oak Ridges Moraine Land Trust, Thousand Islands
Land Trust, Sustain Ontario, Farms at Work, Just Food, etc.)

✓
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6) Relevant farmland policy updates (new OMAFRA policies, municipal re-zoning news, OFT policy submissions, etc.) –
these are informative in nature

✓
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TYPES OF POSTS NOT CONSISTENT WITH OFT’S VOICE:
1) Advocacy for one group or political view
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2) Articles about food imports and food waste (although important messages, these topics are outside of the scope of OFT’s
mission to protect agricultural soils and farmland)
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3) Advertising for agricultural products
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4) The health and well-being of farmers (e.g. cancer, mental health – these topics although important are outside of the
scope of OFT’s mission to protect agricultural soils and farmland)
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POST FORMATTING
Visual Guidelines
•
•
•
•

Posts should look consistent with high quality photos and have a similar feel that makes people get excited about farmland and
protecting it.
Instagram requires high quality photos.
Facebook and Twitter posts that have a photo with them usually do better than those that do not.
Choose colours and font styles that are easy to read and are consistent with OFT’s font and colour style guide.

Facebook Formatting:
• Start with a witty/general comment on the top that relates to
the article and why the viewer should be interested in it, or
choose an important quote from the article and put quotes
around it.
• Post the link to the article below the comment mentioned
above. If the link is really long use bitly to shorten it.
• Ensure posts are short enough to see the whole post without
needing to click to “see more”.
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Instagram Formatting:
• Choose a high-quality photo to match a
message you are trying to convey. You
may use Canva to find a free photo if you
cannot find one within OFT’s photo bank.
• Use appropriate hashtags to match your
photo.
• Tag people where it is appropriate.
• Post Instagram stories related to OFT
events, such as all day site visits.
• Keep posts short and to-the-point
because the primary focus is on the
photo
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Twitter Formatting:
• Keep wording short (280 character limit) but attention
grabbing
• Shorten the link as you did with Facebook using Bitly
• Add photos to increase interest
• Tweet numerous times throughout the day for the
Farmland Forum
• Use hashtags relevant to the topic or event at the end of
the statement
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Posts Per Week
Facebook/Twitter: Try to post a minimum of once per day. Maximum of two per day. Schedule posts to match with peak hours of
traffic on our accounts (9:00 am, 4:00 pm, 9:00 pm). During special days/weeks post a maximum of three times per day.
Instagram: Maximum of 2-3 posts per week. Early in the morning or early in the afternoon are prime times to schedule posts.

Hashtag Usage
Current hashtags to use with posts:
#farmland
#farmlandforever
#ontag
#ontario

#farm
#farming
#ruralon
#agriculture

Be sure to check out which hashtags other similar agricultural organizations are using to stay current.
Special events that OFT hosts (e.g. Farmland Forum) can have their own hashtags so that guests can link themselves to the events
(e.g. #2018FarmlandForum).
Also, holidays or special days may have different hashtags (#ontagweek for Ontario Agriculture Week in October) so we will want to
use those.
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